Kick My Heart's Ass
curated by Davy Rothbart

BOOTH ONE

The Steps
Jason Orfanon & A.J. Wilhelm
Edited by Jennifer Quilo
Special thanks to Billy Orfanon
Running time: 10:26

Opposite Others
Sarah Locke & Ghostshrimp
Running time: 5:22

Swallow My Heart
Brett Loudermilk
Produced, directed, and edited by Brett Loudermilk
Running time: 6:25

BOOTH TWO

Dress Rehearsal
David Meiklejohn
Directed by David Meiklejohn
Running time: 11:07

Tales of Mere Existence
Levni Yilmaz
Running time: 9:06

Encounters with Sarah
Marc Israel
Produced by Phenomenal World Cinema
Directed and edited by Marc Israel
Running time: 7:18

BOOTH THREE

The Lovebirds
Chris K
Running time: 9:30

Foreign Bodies of Water
Scott Patterson
Produced, directed, and edited by Scott Patterson
Director of Photography: Philip Armand
Shot by Scott Patterson and Philip Armand
Running time: 3:03

BOOTH FOUR

George & Brad: In the Bedroom
Directed by Jessica Sanders
Cinematographer Shana Hagan
Edited by Gina Hirsch
Produced by Jessica Sanders / Altina Films
Running time: 5:44

Bobby Bird's Memorialized Women
Carson Mell
Running time: 1:36

L.
Dan Tice
Produced, directed, and edited by Dan Tice
Running time: 11:11

It Certainly Gets Me In Trouble: A Brief Dissection of the Hearts of Songwriters
Jenny Owen Youngs & Amanda Brown-Inz
Produced, directed, and edited by Jenny Owen Youngs and Amanda Brown-Inz
Running time: 7:07

BOOTH FIVE

Please see reverse side of checklist for instructions.

PROJECTION IN BACK

tow
damali ayo
Produced, directed, and edited by damali ayo
Running time: 21:26
BOOTH FIVE

PLEASE RECORD YOUR OWN STORY OF LOVE AND/OR HEARTBREAK!

We are collecting stories from YOU about your experiences.

Who was your first love?
What was your worst heartbreak?
How did you meet your husband/wife/boyfriend/girlfriend?
What’s something you always wanted to say to someone you loved but never did -- someone who broke your heart, or someone you were in love with but never let them know? (You can address them directly.)
Or choose any other love- or heartbreak-related story you’d like to share!

INSTRUCTIONS

--Very clearly and slowly say your name and your email address so we know who you are and how to contact you
--Please record stories between 20 seconds and 2 minutes long
--Please look directly into the camera (don’t watch the TV while you record, that’s just there to align yourself before you start)
--Feel free to interview a friend or have a friend interview you, just keep each one between 20 seconds and 2 minutes, if possible
--Have fun with it! Be as dark or humorous, emotional or stoic as you’d like.

Thank you so much! We may use some of these on the kickmyheartsass.com site; we’ll keep you posted!

Peace-- DAVY